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In early January 2019 the Croydon Arts Store invited three collecti-
ves; Hutt collective, Sandwich collective and PACTO, to spend a week 
working collaborativly on addressing a question that forms part of  
the broader research that the four partners of  the space are working 
towards.

Can social and community benefit be uniquely delivered by an artist led 
platform?

The three collectives all led a session over the week, using there own   
collective methadologies to explore the question, its context and its     
implied impostions. A wide varity of  approaches were deployed and 
some of  the outcomes from these workshops are collected here in this 
publication. 

The bringing together of  these outcomes, some created during the  
sessions, some created in the aftermath of  the intensive weeks spent 
together, is not meant to create a coherent answer to the question 
posed by the Croydon Arts Store partners. Rather this collection of  
texts, images and photographs serves to represent part of  the work that 
was undertaken by Hutt, Sandwich and PACTO while interrogating, 
critiquing and reacting to the question, in the understanding that no 
coherent, final or decisive response would be desirable, let alone possible.

If  pushed to articulate a singular response to the question, all members 
of  all three collectives would shout back a resounding ‘NO!’ 
A carcophany of  voices that resist the impostion to create consensus 
and to state that the language of  the question, and its hidden agendas, 
can only be resolved with a firmly stated no.

The Croydon Arts Store is a partnership of  four orgainisations; Turf  Projects, Art 
Halo, Kingston University and Croydon Council based in the Whitgift shopping centre.





























again, play the words around
let’s move in circles because perhaps the means to finding answers is not 
in seeking final conclusive ones
“more than numbers”
“not just categories”
“individuals within these groups we/you/they define”
iterative processes of  inviting in, involving, being invited in, participa-
ting, learning from, sharing with, talking, making, collaborating if  the 
interest is there for that
and finding ways
as ever, with everything
of  being sustainable, accountable and
aligning intention with means

to be generous without being patronising
to accept generosity without being unfair

that moment of  slightly
self-conscious
but immanently predictable silence
that ensued following the question
“so who is this community we’re actually talking about?”

let’s intend for palimpsests and porousness
a learning in a cyclical, iterative, cumulative manner -

communities

that moment of  slightly
self-conscious
but immanently predictable silence
that ensued following the question
“so who is this community we’re actually talking about?”

“does anyone in the room live in croydon?”
“is anyone in the room from croydon?”
“why do we - and who is this we comprised of  - care about croydon?”
whilst the last question especially might seem somewhat brutal
and the other three perhaps predictable when you approach social art 
projects with the rigour
we all hope and intend to do
i’m still not sure we have sufficient answers

in a sense, in many senses
this is part of  why process-driven projects like this start
with a room full of  caffeine-fuelled millenials
or socially-engaged artists
or well-meaning funders
or politically-minded councillors

you might swap any of  those nouns around and still find meaningful 
categories
because we step into these spaces of  intended sociality
with many intentions
varying outwards

need CV annual report vague interest possible care personal connection 
simply enjoying the company of  others thinking of  the future respon-
ding to the present atoning for a past of  white cub exclusivity















Yes! 
 
(Wait, no) 
Wait… maybe. 
 
Artist led platforms can deliver social and community benefits 
 
Is this carried out uniquely? 
 
Can social and community benefits be uniquely delivered by a(n) ________ led platform? 
 
Yes 
 
Can social and community disadvantages be uniquely delivered by a(n) ________ led 
platform? 
 
Yes 
 
Can ________ ___ ________ benefits be uniquely delivered by an artist led platform? 
 
Yes 
 
Should social and community benefits be uniquely delivered by an artist led platform? 
 
Yes 
 
How are social and community benefits that are delivered by artist led platforms quantified? 
 
__ 
 
Uniquely… 
 
Uniquely… 
 
Uniquely… 
 
Can artist led platforms uniquely deliver? 
 
Can artist led platforms? 
 
Can artist? 
 
Can society and community B-E-N-E-F-I-T? 
 
Can social and community benefits be uniquely delivered by a stock trader led platform? 
 
Can social and community benefits be uniquely delivered by a shopkeeper led platform? 
 
Can social and community benefits be uniquely delivered by a fashion model led platform? 
 
Can social and community benefits be uniquely delivered by a religion led platform? 
 

Uniquely delivered 
by an artist led 

platform! :)
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